
 

 

  

Connect with us for the digital future

19. October 2018 // Trade Fairs & Events 

Digitisation is a big topic in Dusseldorf, when the Stiegelmeyer team welcomes all visitors to MEDICA from
12 to 15 November. Our service experts are looking forward to introducing you to the new developments in
connectivity.

  

Connectivity and modern hospital beds at the Stiegelmeyer booth at MEDICA

Digitisation is a big topic in Dusseldorf, when the Stiegelmeyer team welcomes all visitors to
MEDICA from 12 to 15 November. Our service experts are looking forward to introducing you to the
new developments in connectivity.

Analysing bed-oriented processes in the hospital and detecting potential for optimisation and relief is a
special concern of the Stiegelmeyer Service. It is never about off-the-peg solutions, because every facility
has very different requirements. We listen to you and work together to come up with proposals that improve
your daily work. Discover at MEDICA how modern sensors and software can help - or even simple pragmatic
ideas that have nothing to do with high-tech.

  

The mobilisation support of the safty sides provides a safe grip.



EasyCare for a more relaxed workday

The optimal beds for the start into the future are our models Puro and Evario. Both can be seen in
Dusseldorf in interesting equipment variants. Discover, for example, the new EasyCare function of the LCD
handset. It allows the caregiver to block certain bed adjustment options from patient use for medical or safety
reasons, but to be able to use them within seconds themselves. This saves a lot of time and effort in
everyday life.

Just as convincing as different are our safety side concepts. The Puro’s split safety side MultiFlex+
impresses with a subtle elegance. It can be effortlessly and quietly operated, while its centre support serves
as a mobilising hold for the patient. The wing-shaped plastic safety side Protega on the Evario combines the
international hospital bed style with European momentum and sense of form. Optionally, this safety side
system incorporates practical and intuitive control panels with adjustment options for patients, carers and
technicians. The Protega safety side is ideally suited for automated reprocessing - a technical advance that
sets it apart from comparable models.

  

The optional control panel integrated into the Protega safety sides offer the patient practical adjustment options.

  

The outside of the panel also provides customised options for care staff and technicians.

Seta pro - the classic with new momentum

The advancement of a tried and tested classic is even more evident in its hygiene characteristics: the Seta
pro continues the successful tradition of the Seta hospital beds from Stiegelmeyer. The new bed scores with
concealed cable management, flat surfaces and an easily accessible control under the backrest. Cleaning,
maintenance and inspection work thereby cause less effort. Obtained, of course, are the full-length safety
sides integrated firmly into the head and footboards, which symbolises the sturdiness and longevity of the
Seta series.

So many exciting reasons to go to MEDICA and talk to us. Our colleagues look forward to seeing you in Hall
14, Stand D05.

https://www.stiegelmeyer-forum.com/en/trade-fairs-events/connect-with-us-for-the-digital-future.html
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